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What is SHM?

The practice of identifying and tracking quantitative
performance metrics through measured data and
analytical models
Measurable Responses
(Strain, displacement,
tilt)

Immeasurable
Attributes
(“Health”, “Condition”,
“Damage”, “Capacity”)

Fundamental challenge of
SHM
SHM Need: We need to better fit within the constraints and needs of the end users and
actionable
This deliver
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LoRaWAN: Filling the Connectivity Gap
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LoRaWAN Advantages
Long range

Low power

$

Low cost

// Connection up to 30 miles line of sight
// Deep indoor coverage

// 20 years of battery life
// Low maintenance

// Lower costs compared to other connectivity options
// Network operators do not need to amortize the cost of

High capacity

Secure

// A global standard ensuring interoperability
and streamlined adoption

// AES 128 encryption of data for the
highest level of security
// Data is only accessible to those with
the encryption keys

Multi-tenant

// Optimized for many users and use cases
// Allows for third party users

Geolocation

// Significantly reduced costs and embedded
geolocation abilities in every sensor

licensed spectrum

Standardized

// Supports millions of messages per gateway

machineQ Network Architecture
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SHM as an IoT Concept
Database

•No wired power on bridge
•No wired comms
•Low channel count

• Battery power

• If it can last as long as an inspection cycle – it can be
maintained by inspectors

• Wireless communications

• Without hard-wired comms, now no need for conduit

• Low spatial/temporal resolution
• Potential applications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Movement system performance
Crack growth
Mechanical system performance on movable structures
Roadway operations (weather)
Short span or otherwise small structures
Long-term load distribution
Really any traditional sensing where low spatial/temporal
resolution and low power draw is an option

Pilot Study – Wired SHM for Bearing
Performance
• Wired SHM

• Conduit
• Enclosures
• Wired power/comm
• Dedicated servers with IT support

• SHM infrastructure was included
as part of larger IT infrastructure
upgrade
• Expansion bearing performance
is a key performance metric

(6) Evaluate
Performance
Metrics
(5) Initialize
Monitoring
System

(1) Define
Objectives

PTBA
(4) Design
Monitoring System

(2) Identify
Critical
Movement
Mechanisms

(3) Establish
Performance Metrics
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Pilot Study – Wired SHM benefits
• After one year of monitoring, the following observations
were made:
• Span was expanding and contracting to within 98% of simple Δδ=α*L*ΔT
calculation
• Friction coefficient
• Manufacturer specification was 0.04 to 0.11
• Measured value was 0.07

FM

β
FFR = FM cos(β)

Yarnold, M.T. and Dubbs, N.C. Bearing Assessment using Periodic Temperature-Based Measurements. In Transportation Research Record: Journal of the Transportation
Research Board, No. 2481, Transportation Research Board of the National Academies, Washington, D.C., 2015, pp. 115-123
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Pilot study – IoT duplicate instrumentation
• Ultrasonic
Displacement

• Temperature &
Humidity

• Vibrating Wire
Strain

Pilot study – comparison of measurements
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Pilot study – comparison of costs
Wired

IoT

Sensors
Strain

$

212.00

$

630.00

Displacement

$

480.00

$

597.00

0*

$

576.00

Temperature
Data acquisition
Datalogger

$ 3,600.00

0**

Network peripherals

$

350.00

0**

Annual Sensor Data Access

$

-

$

240.00

Annual Storage and Backup

$

-

$

27.00

Data access fees

Infrastructure, Maintenance, IT
Gateway

***

$

650.00

Monthly licensing/cellular fees

***

$

34.98

2,700.00

$

-

Software

$

Total cost - onetime

$ 7,342.00

$ 3,453.00

Recurring annual fee - Y2+

$

$

-

419.76

Caveats / Assumptions
• This is an illustrative example and not meant to be a
formal cost proposal.
• The cost for a wired 3 channel system is the same up
through 32 channels with exception of additional
sensor costs
• Costs weren’t included for in-house IT needs.
• The pilot bridge had network equipment installed as
part of a larger IT construction project – the owner did
not pay a fixed fee for this monitoring system
• IT infrastructure includes items such as switches, fiber
optic, conduit, servers, etc. and is a simple estimate.
*Wired sensors often have thermistor integrated
**IoT sensors and DAQ are combined
***Wired SHM costs to consider:
• Conduit
• Enclosures
• IT Infrastructure (servers, switches, UPS, fiber, etc.)
• IT staff

Lessons learned and takeaways
• The good

• The actual sensing mechanisms between wired and IoT are the same – the
difference is in how the data gets from the bridge to your computer.
• For a simple targeted (low channel count, low frequency transmissions)
monitoring system, IoT provides a compelling alternative to traditional
wired systems.

• But keep in mind…

• Power in the vicinity of the bridge is still a requirement
• Sensors largely require line of sight to gateway
• Interpretation of data and translation into actionable information is still a
requirement in either monitoring approach
• This will not be a feasible solution for systems required fast (>20Hz)
sampling speeds (fatigue studies, load tests, vibration monitoring)
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